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**53 - Active Learning Strategies in Face-to-Face Courses**  
Barbara J. Millis, University of Texas at San Antonio  
As numerous research studies suggest, teachers who desire increased student learning should adopt active learning. This article explores the research, defines active learning, discusses its value,...

**52 - Considerations in Online Course Design**  
Paul A. Creasman, Ph.D., Arizona Christian University  
With distance and online learning becoming ubiquitous in higher education, the need for faculty to be able to create quality online courses is greater than ever. This article offers practical advice...

**51 - Using Graphic Organizers to Improve Teaching and Learning**  
Kenneth A. Kiewra, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Students often have difficulty learning from texts and lectures because information is commonly organized in blocks or lines that obscure important relationships among ideas. This article introduces...

**50 - Student Ratings of Teaching: A Summary of Research and Literature**  
Stephen L. Benton, The IDEA Center; William E. Cashin, Emeritus professor, Kansas State University  
This IDEA Paper is an update of IDEA Paper No. 32 Student Ratings of Teaching: The Research Revisited (Cashin, 1995). Much of the content of IDEA Paper No. 32 is retained where no subsequently...

**49 - Effective Classroom Discussions**  
William E. Cashin, Professor Emeritus, Kansas State University  
What is a discussion? No one seems to define it. Lowman (1995, p. 159) suggested: "(A) useful classroom discussion...consists of student comments separated by frequent probes and clarifications by..."
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